A Particular Europe, a Universal Faith
T HE C HRISTIAN HUMAN ISM OF BONHOEFFER'S ETHICS IN ITS CONTEXT

Frits de Lnnge

Bonhoeffer. Europe. and the Ethics- ir we take these three themes togethe r we greatly
limit our scope. O ur discussion revolves around Bonhoeffer in the years 1939- 1943,
whe n he was an active member or the resistance against Hitler: it revolves around the
battlefield o r Europe; a nd it revolves around the fragments or the book which Bonhoeffer was writ ing during these years in that same Europe - the Ethics, a book
which, as we shall see later, has been strongly influe nced by this specific background.
But I want to limit our scope gradually, and would li.ke to begin by making a few
genera! remarks about Bonhoeffer and Europe.

Bonhoeffer a nd Europe? The notion or ' Bonhoeffer and Germany' seems easier for us
to imaginc. · He was Gennan · was Paul Lehmann's j udgment of Dietrich Bonhoeffer
arter they met in 1930. In saying so, Lehmann was thinking of Bonhoeffer' s ·pass ion
for perfection, whether of manners, of performance, ofall that is connoted by the word
K11/111r." But is Ku/111r. apart from its being a Gennan word , also something restricted
to Gennan c ulture and German culture alone?
Bonhoeffe r's upbringing in the family of a German professor was by no means
devoid of a whiff of nationalism. 'For what I have I thank this nation, lhrough this
nation I became what I am' - thus Keith Clements cite;, the twenty-two year old
0
Bonhoeffer at the beginn ing of his study of Bonhoeffer's patriotism. Bonhoeffer was
German and. as C lements rightly said. 'he never disowned his Gennanness. · But how
nationalist , for example , is a patriotism that prays for the defeat of Gem1any (as
Bonhoeffer d id in 1941 )?' In Bonhoeffer's case, did the narrow-mindedness of
nationalism ever take precedence over the broad-mindedness of humanism ? To Bonhoeffer, the concept ' Gennan · never meant first and foremost the politica] pass ion for
Prussian hegemony:4 to his mind, a cultural scale of values, not so much s pecifically
German as gene rally European, always came first. lf Bonhoeffer spoke with a German
accent. sometimes more, sometime, les, pronounced. and if at times he used words
peculiar to the German vocabulary , his declensions and conjugations were those of a
European grammar.
Let me explai n. Bonhoeffer grew up in a family that was part of the Bild1111gsbürgert11111 - a word for whic h no adequate translation ex ists because it deseribes a
soc ial class that existed only in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Germany and
nowhere else in Europe. The bourgeoisie. which elsewhere rose to economie and
politica! importanee as a class, saw its emaneipation cheeked by the absoluusm of the
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In nn interview which Jean Lasserre gr.1n1ed F. Bun on Nelson in 1977, he descri bed
n visil 10 lhe cinema in New York in 1he spri ng of 193 1. when he and Bonhoeffer wem
10 sce lhe film based on Remarque 's novel. All Q11iet 0 11 the \Vesten, From.
The audiencc was Amcncan. and sincc lhe film hod bc,c,n made from the poinl of \'Îcw of the Gcnnan
h
soldicrs. lhc audien,-c immcd1,1ely •~mpothizcd wilh lhe Gcm,an ,old icr,,. When lhcy killcd Frenr
soldiers on lhe scrttn. th< m'" d laughcd 3nd applou<kd. On the olhcr hond. when lhe Gennon soldicrs
were " oundt-d or ~1llcd. lhere " 35 • greo1 s1le= 3nd sense of dttp emo11on.

All this ti me , BonhoefTer th.: Gem1an. and Lai.serre th.: Frenchman. sa1 side by side in
silence. This experience made such an impact on Lasserre tha1 when talking about it
fo ny-fi ve years la1er hes@ bursts inlo 1ears. In his opinion il made the same impact on
Dietrich Bonhoeffer. 'That experience in the movie theater was a real experience ,
12
tragicaJ ly real. and it must have cenainly left its marie on him. · Whereas Bonhoeffer's grandfathe r becan1e a citizen of Europe a1 the sight of the fo rum Romanum ,
Bonhoeffe r became a ci1izen of Europe watching a movie in New York.
After his years in New York. Bonhoeffer became deeply and permanently involved
in the international struggle for peace within the ecurnenicaJ movement , constantly
crossing frontiers which, in his opinion. no Jonger had a right to exist and which also
again threatened the fu rure of Europe.
FinaJly . in New York . Bonhoeffer became acutely aware not only of his national,
b~t also of h.is social frontiers. He carne face to face with the black proletaria1, made
fnends (Fr.ink Fisher). and without any reservations whatsoever , became in volved in a
world unknown to him. Tuis availabiliry and open-mindedness he would mainlain with
the same personal application once back in Berlin. Bonhoeffer saw the other side of the
capitaJist coin - anotherfac et of the same Europe, a Europe which , from the n on , was
voiced ~ much in a record _of_Negro spirituals played for labourers' c hildren as through
harmomous chamber music 111 the Bonhoeffer drawing room. 13
A~d so, in the ey:5 of the young Bonhoeffer, the appearance of Europe had
dr.1s11c~ly changed w1'.hm the space of a single year. No Jonger determined by the
aca~em1c cu c_l~s of um versity professor, it was now defined by the conflict-rid den
so~ial and pohucaJ reahty of capiiaJism and nationalism . From then on Bonhoeffe r's
a1t1tude was one ?f active involvement , no longer one of dislanl dontempla tion .
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Perhaps, Bonhoeffe r speculated in front of an audience of technica) students in
Berfin. India and Gandhi had a survival strategy to offer to a European- American
c iv ilization which was dragging itself further and fu rther along the road to self14
destruction .
Jt is remarkable - aJso with respect Lo h.is thinking in the Erhics, ten years later that in 1932 Bonhoeffe r refused to acknowled ge qualilali ve differences wilhin the one
European c ulture, that he saw its unity precisely in its surge toward self-destruction.
Within the space of a single year, his close confrontati on with this twentieth-century
Europe seemed to have robbed Bonhoeffer of any fai th in the power of the classica)
humanist values with which he had been raised . To the Bonhoeffe r of 1932, conflict ,
not unity; mechaniza tion, not the building of the personality; anonymity , not individality , were the factors that comprised Europe.
During these years Bonhoeffe r despaired of Europe and he no longer held any hope
for the future of European Christianit y. Yel to his skepticism towards Europe was
15
linked his hopes for India. The future of the West had to come from the East.
Meanwhile , the distinction between Euro pe and America had been reduced to a
minimum. The only plus Bonhoeffe r was prepared to grant the Germans was their
ability to real ize more quickly and acutely how hopeless the situation of Europe had
become. 16
Although nothing ever carne of Bonhoeffer's lndian plans, Bonhoeffer graduaJly
abyss and Christianit y
became a non-Europ ean . With E urope on the verge of the
17
dying, he looked for new fertile soil for the Christian fai th. Bonhoeffer's attitude in
the maller became more and more radicaJ as the politica) situation deteriorate d after
Hitler's rise to power in January 1933, and as Bonhoeffe r increasingl y adopted the
profile of a Christian and a Christian afone.
The lecture ' Das Recht auf Selbstbeha uptung ' can be interpreted as Bonhoeffe r's
final altempt to draw from the connection between European culture and Christianity a
system of ethics applicable to his situation. From ' mature European thinking ' Bonhoeffer deri ved the notion of responsibil ity, which would still be able to curtai l the
anarchism of the Western concept of liberty. if interpreted radically. In e very form of
community we k.now in the West - marriage, work. church, nation - we recognize
that same responsibility as a mora) motive capable of regulating o ur behaviour to the
18
point of se lf-sacrifice . To leam this tru th , the European does nol have to go to India
- it is part of his own tradition , h.is Christian tradition; for according to Bonhoeffe r,
the radical ideal of se lf-surrende r can only be understood9 if one places 'in the
backgroun d of this Western idea the horizon of Christianity .' 1 lt is on the sacrifice of
the one man Jesus Ch.rist that the universa] bearing and validiry of responsibi lity are
founded.
In guiding Europe back to its Christian roots . Bonhoeffe r offered bis culture,
seemingly at death ' s door, a last straw in vain. and 1933 saw the last ofthis kind of
Christian Europeanness or humanist Christianit y in Bonhoeffe r's theology .
The Finkenwalde training college fo r the ministry becarne Bonhoeffe r 's India, and
Europe became the stakes in the question: Germanism or Ch.ristianity? There was no
alternative . 20 After 1933 Bonhoeffe r's skepticism and despair of 1932 gave way to an
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intense Christian expectation of parousia. Bonhoeffer's theology of discipleship had
strong echatological characteristics. Europe was the battlefield where God and the
devil were doing battle, while the Christian took part. The Christian had to stay in the
11
world to prepare himself all the betterto carry out a ·frontal attack. · Bonhoeffer was a
citizen of Europe in these years, but he was one in spite of himself.

3
Bonhoeffer's hasty but well-considered return from the United States on July 7. 1939,
following his carefully prepared ernigration, marks yet another turn in his attitude
vis-à-vis Europe . The eschatological dissociation was abandoned in favour of an
unconditional solidarity. Not that his objective judgement on the condition of Europe
underwent any change after his return to Gennany. 'The West has come face to face
with the Void '. wrote Bonhoeffer in Erhics, but he could have written the sarne in
Nachfolge. u And were not the grounds for saying so even stronger in 1941 than they
were in 1937?
The obvious shift in Bonhoeffer's thinking. bowever, was connected with his
increasing invol vement in the civil resistance against Hitler. His motives for retuming
to Germany clearly indicate the changes in emphasis in his thinking. J distinguish
three.

3. 1. Bonhoeffer retumed to resume his share of the church struggle. · 1 am drawn
towards my fighting brothers. The politica! situation is terrible, and I must be with my
brothers'. he confided to Paul Lebmann on 30 June 1939. And his decision was made.
' I must go back to the '·trenches" (l mean of the church struggle). •?J

3.2. Bonhoeffer retumed for the sake ofGennany . He refused to be an o utsider during
~e_bl~ak tim~! faced by his country, no~ at "':'ar; he wished to ' take part in Gennany's
v1c'.ss1t_udes. Bonhoeffer became a nauonahst o nce again , not out of pride, but out of
sohd~ty and readiness to share hi.s nation's guilt. That is why he wrote before leaving
th~ U~lled State~: 'I have made a mistake in coming to America. J must li ve through
th1s d1f~~ult pen~ of our natio~a/ history ... share the trials of this time with my
pe~p~e. The nauonal community became a community of destiny joi ned in guilt.
This 1s how Bonhoeffer once again learned to say ·we Germans. ,26

3.3. And yet Bonhoeffer's patriotism was deterrnined and confined at both ends of the
spec_~m. Bonhoeffer's solidarity was not with Gennany in genera!; it was with ' the
Chmt1a11 peopl~ ofGennan( , as he wrote. And he considered it his duty to return with
a v,_e~ Lo . th~ re~onstruct,on of Christian life in Gennany after the war. • With
·
· 1o 1·mk Chn·st1an
Bonhoeffer found himself forced once ag am
Christian
. hfe m mmd,
.
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·
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27
victory of their nation and thereby destroying our civilization. ' Bonhoeffer knew
it was precisely in
But
civilizalion.
what his choice would be; he opted for Christian
Christian Europe
a
choosing
patriotism:
true
discovered
he
that
this anti -nationalism
really meant choosi ng for Gennany.
Bonhoeffer's choice found expression in his participation in the Gennan resistance
against Hitler, in the group centred around his brother-in-law Hans von Dohnanyi - a
di vergent collection of splinter groups united by the fact that they were, as Bonhoeffer's friend and confidant, George Bell, Bisho p of Chichester, put it in I 945,
21
among ' the upholders of the European tradition in Gennany . '
From 1939 onward, Bonhoeffer was once again a citizen of Europe, and without
reservation. And along with the abyss and the void arose the question of fresb
opportunities for the future of Europe. Along with pessimism concerning Hitler
appeared optimism conceming the success of the resistance. On August 26, I 94 1,
Bonhoeffer reminded Bethge of !heir travels through Europe together in 1936 and
1939. At the centre of the battlefield of Europe, Bonhoeffer. remembering those
joumeys, again spoke of 'hopes and tasks for Europe' and ' the task of the church in the
future, ' 29 and this in spite of the fact that 1-litler was victorious on aU fronts.

4

In the Ethics, Bonhoeffer Jent shape to his hopes and fears, his appraisal and criticism
of European culture. Here we rediscover many elements from his earlier views on
Western culture. Sometimes we seem to be looking at the Gennan Kulturbiirger again,
the Bonhoeffer of Berlin and Barcelona, sometimes we recognize the highJy critica)
view of his own culture which Bonhoeffer developed in New York; throughout the
work we find the Christian radicalism of the Finkenwalde Bonhoeffer. But we find all
of this in a new, specifically historica) and biographical setting - that of the Gennan
resistance against Hitler. As research into the background and character of this
resistance takes off,30 it becomes clear how deeply Bonhoeffer's Erhics is marked by
this context. In one sense, the Ethics can be defined as an ideology of th.is resistance.
In saying so we do not indulge in a kind of sociological reductionism; Bonhoeffer
himself took as an origin for his Erhics, a ' living experience· , ' an actual concrete
31
experience, ' a well-defined 'situation. ' In his Ethics, Bonhoeffer wanted to write
practiced a kind of contextual theology of
he
more than a genera! Chrislian ethic;
a draft for 'the fo unda tion and structure of a
as
serve
to
was
Ethics
work.
that
in
culture
united West' (one of the subtitles Bonhoeffer considered for the book), in wh.ich he
wished to rethink the relationship between Christian faith and European culture. This
constituted part of his contribution to the resistance movement. For along with his
services as a courier abroad and a moral sounding board (notably for Hans von
Dohnanyi), Bonhoeffer was involved in the concepetual preparation of a post-war
of a future
Europe, a Gennany beyond Point Zero: 'The fou ndations and structure
31
.
Erhics
his
woïld' was another subtitle Bonhoeffer had ready fo r
Present-day research conceming Bonhoeffer points out with increasing clarity how
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closely Bonhoeffer's cultural theology in Elhics was linked to the prevailing situation.
Let me describe fo ur characteristics common to both the German civil resistance and
the Ethics.
First of all, there are the specifically German accents which had already led Karl
Barth to claim that Elhics (he was especially thinking of the doctrine of the mandates
here) 'is not quite free from a slight whiff of North German patriarchalism . ·-'-' In the
small circle of the like-minded. Bonhoeffer leamed to say ·we Germans · once again. 1
Lhink it is important to stress that he did not do do out of sociaJ narrowmindedness. bul
out of a se nse of politica] responsibility; in order to present a rrue front in the
negotiations with the al lies about the post-war future, Bonhoeffer, like the rest of the
Ge rman resistance, had to take up a position as a German, to embody the ·other'
Germany. He had to be ready to bear the specifically German guilt concemin g the past
and to take on the specificall y Ge rman responsibility for the future role of Germany in
Europe.
In this context, Bonhoeffer admitted the servile obedience, the scrupulous lack of
readiness to act. the excess of thought and Jack of deeds of his people. Yet at the same
time he upheld the German reserve vis-à-vis Anglo-Saxon thinking. He and his fellow
members of the resistance with him preferred not to have post-war Germany fall victim
to an unbridled and excessive liberalism, not even in its most immediate sense of
34
democracy. In the eyes of the Bildungs elite of which Bonhoeffer was part, the échec
of the We imar Republic once again strengthened the old con trad ict ion between Kultur
and Zivilisalion, a contradiction which seemed to have disappeared from Bonhoeffer' s
thinking from 1930 onwards. 35
In this way he also dissociated himself from the French Revolution in so far as it
embodied revolutionary nationalism. He preferred Prussian absol utism of the state, as
expressed in 'rrue Prussian cicles ' , endowed with common sense, to the doctrine of the
36
sovereignty of the people . The German tradition which had to continue consisted of
Bismarck as well as Kant and Goethe.
But we must be careful not to make too much of a German of the Bonhoeffer in
Ethics. For alongside Bismarck's ideas on government we find those of Gladstone;37
alongside Goethe's dialogue we find Shakespeare' s characters. Too much of Bonhoeffer' s Ethics ftnds its foundations in the Norwegian l bsen, the Spaniard Cervantes,
the Russian Dostoyevski, and the ltalian Dante to speak of anything more than German
accents in Ethics. The work 's index of names provides ample proof of its broad base.
Secondly , 1would like to draw attention to the socio-politica! and cultural conservatism which the resistance and Bonhoeffer's Ethics had in common. Neither the
Wilhelmine Empire (which resulted in World War 1) nor the Weimar Republic (which
ended in a s_econd catastrophe) offered a viable politica! concept for the ordering of
German society. It seemed that the German resistance had to hark back to before 1870
to ftnd new national foundations . The result was a streng conce ntration of the German
Biirger tradition of the nineteenth century, somewhere between Western indi vidual ism
and Bolshevik collectivism. 38

utopia of its members showed strong roman tic characteristics, generally combining an
organic concept of sociaJ government with a strongly individualistic concept of man.
In additon, the mora! and intellectual elite which constituted the resistance opted for an
authoritarian rather than a democratie srructure of government. Bonhoeffer' s Erhics
shows obvious traces of this conservatism. ln his doctrine of mandates he gave a
theological justification fora model of government in which Oben und Unten ("top and
bottom') are clearly disinguished.
ln the Ethics Bonhoeffer hardly shows himself a model of progressivism from a
socio-politica! point of view and the same can be said of the culturaJ aspect of the work.
His aversion to mass consumer culture, bis plea for a quality-elite (which he would
develop even further in the Tegel prison39) showed Bonhoeffer, yet again more than
ever to be a Bildimgsbürger who lived with the notion of belonging to an intellectual
and cultural, albeit, unappreciated social e lite. Within ten years time the New York
cinemagoer Bonhoeffer, so self-evident in 1931, had become difficult to imagine.
I wiJI not explore any further the elitist conservatism that links Bonhoeffer to the rest
of the German resistance. Others have already done so (Larry L. Rasmussen in
particular comes to mind40) and wiU continue to do so.
I will deal with a fourth characteristic in slightly more detail. lam here referring to
the religious-Christian motives of those involved in the resistance and the related
apologetic tendencies of the Ethics .
Without exception the German civil resistance against Hitler seemed steeped in
Christian motives. Whether one takes Goerdeler, Oster, Beek, von Dohnanyi. or
Moltke, all were Christians, even if in a liberal rather than in an eccelesiasticaJorthodox sense.4 1 Consequently, a vita! role was attributed to Christianity in their
vision of a post-war Europe. After the nihilism of Nazism, the reconsrruction of
Europe was to be based upon positive Christian principles. The Ten Commandments
were to serve as a foundation for justice, the Christian value of the individual
42
personality as a foundation for society.
In the course of these years, we see a striking reorientation towards the Christian
faith in the circles of the anti-fascist Bildungsbürgertum , a reorientation aptly illustrated by Thomas Mann. The writer, himself the perfect embodiment of the German
Bildungsbürger, began his first novel, Buddenbrooks, with a catechism smothered in
stammer: to the Biirger in the process of emancipation, the Christian faith no Jonger
represented a living tradition. Nor does it do so in the early works of Thomas Mann.
But after the rise of fascism and his forced flight from Germany in 1933 (first to
Switzerland, then to the United States), the same Thomas Mann became both a
passionate advocate of the old humanist values of European culture and a defender of
3
the 'Christian foundations of Western civilization. ·• For (and let me draw your
attention to the paralle l with Bonhoeffer's paragraph on 'The Church and the World ' in
Ethics): ' Liberty, truth, true reason. human dignity - _whence d1d we creat~ these
ideas ideas that are the mainstay and support of our hves and without wh1c h our
spirit~al existence would disintegrate, if not from Christianity, which made them

Although ~ne should avoid tarring with the same ideological brush the wide mixture
of groups wh1ch together made up the German resistance, it can be said that the social

universa! law?'""
.
Starting from this suddenly rediscovered proximity of European culture and Chns-
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tianily , wh.ich had grown apart over the previous two centuries. Thomas Mann . in his
exile in Califomia in 1944. reached the conclusion that a post-war Europe had to be
constructed on the foundations of the Christian faith . 'What should be restored first and
fo re most are the commandrnents of Christianity , tramp led under foot by a false
revolution - and from them we must de.rive the constitution fora fut ure society o f the
human race to which all must submit. ••s In this context. secularized hum anist values
such as liberty and humanity once again acquire a religious connotation. Thomas
Mann considered thern - and again I must draw ancntion to the par.illel to Bonhoeffer's Eth ics - ·a most sacred good, which has its origins in the Christian foith. ' 46
Bonhoeffer, too, experienced in the resistance th.is ·rapprochement' between Christianity and humanist c ulture. Christ. on the one hand . and righteousnes s and the
righteous on the other, suddenly seem to recognize one another as allies in the face of
the nih.ilistic barbarism of nazism. Bonhoeffer refuses to see this surprising proximity
as a mere Zweckgemeinsclwft - a temporary and accidental alliance against a
common enemy. He inte.rpreted it as the return of the citize n. estranged from Christianity and church, to h.is Christian origins. ln the course of rwo centu.r ies of emancipation and secularizatio n. Christian faith and European culture had grown apart; ten
years of resistance brought them back together again. 1n his Ethics, Bonhoeffer
extrapolated this ' living, concrete experience· toa genera! dirnension and used it as a
model for the whole of European culture.
Christian imperialism mediated by force is out of the question here: we are dealing
with a kind of Aha-Erlebni s - a mutual recognition. a rediscovery of the origins of
European culture in the concrete context of the experience of suffering in the Gem1an
church struggle and the resistance . Th.is panicular Europe once again discovers the
range of a uni versal faith . 'The more exclusi vely we acknowledge and confess Christ
as our Lord, the more fully the w ide range of his dominion will be disclosed to us . ' 47
To Bonhoeffer the question was one of temporary ·estrangement', not ' secularization.' A hesitant reorientation towards the Christian fai th is promptly labelled a
' return.' ' The children of the church, who had become independent and gone their own
ways, now in the hour of <langer returned to their mother. ,., In its finest representativ es
(the righteous), Europe, face to face with the Void, fïnds a way back. Europe is the
runaway child that fmds the way to the Patemal home again. 49
In Ethics, Bonhoeffer took bis starting points from a concrete, incontestable experience. And what is more, with this experience he practiced apologetics. '° The hesitant
reorientation of the Bürgerelite was interpreted by Bonhoeffer as an · unconscious
residue of a fonner attachment', simply wailing for an awakening of consc iousness to
become 'attachment' once again. 1n so doing , Bonhoeffer transgressed the bounda,y
between the factual ~d the normative. He wished to help the ' righteous ' who no
la nger dared to call h1mself a Christian ' with much patience to the confession of
st
Christ. • In this way Bonhoeffe r hoped to pull him over the threshold of the Christian
faith .
The entire Ethics is marked by these apologetics. Tuis is especiall y c lear in the
sections dealing with c ultural histo,y, where Bonhoeffer saw the historica( unity of
Europe anchored m Jesus Christ ('lnheritance and Decay') - a unity which has been
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lost because the West feil away from Jesus Christ and which can only be retrieved
lhrough a return to its origins and here Bonhoeffer is thinking in concrete terms of a
' new awakening of the faith . , si Bonhoeffer generalized his particular experience of the
resistance by laying the mora) foundalion of a future European polilical and social
order solely in a living Christian faith . Enmity towards Christ, on the other hand,
irre vocably leads to the abyss_Sl
Bonhoeffer' s concrete ethics are also apologelic in this respect: marriage, work,
state, and church can only be fuU y effective in their specifïc development and their
relationship to each other when founded on their Christian origins. ït is only from
above, with God as the point of departure . that il is possible to say and 10 understand
what is meant by the church, by marriage and the farnily. by culture and by government ,' judged Bonhoeffer in his doctrine of mandates."'
Finally , Bonhoeffer's apologetic intenlions can be clearly distinguished in the
systematic-theological argumentatio n of the Ethics. Time and again. rwo concepts and
their relalionship to one another recur in countless variations and in every part of the
work: the Anspruch (claim, seizurei s of Christ on the modern Western world, on the
one hand , and the Eige11gesetz/ichkeit (autonomy)S6 wh.ich European culture has
acquired in the course of the history of its emancipatio n , on the other. Bonhoeffer, who
himself grew up in this tradition of autonomous worldliness. would not retreat beyond
it. 'We cannol go back to the days before Lessing and Lichtenberg. • S7 Yet Bonhoe ffer
wants to understand this world better than it understands itself. · Real worldliness•s• is
only possible when all Life is geared towards and seen in Christ. on whom are founded
the unity and the unbreakable bond between God and man , between Christian faith and
culture. ' A world which stands by itself. in isolation from the law of Christ. falls victim
to the unnatural and the irrational, to presumption and self-will' , wrote Bonhoeffer in
his paragraph on 'Thinking in Terms of Two Spheres. ,sQ But we could have carne
across this same pronouncem ent in the c hapters on ·conformatio n'. 'The Ultimate and
the Penultimate' , and 'The Mandates.' During the years in wh.ich he was working on
Ethics, Bonhoeffer' s thinking developed quickly. Time and again he created new
theological models. 60 Yet the basic theological intuition behind and within his intellectual flexibility rema.ined constant - the only future fo r the Christian faith and
European culture is a common future , in mutual recognilion and influence. Separately.
neither has any future in Europe at all . Thus Bonhoeffer retumed to the position he had
left in 1933: a kind of Christian hu manism of the type he had developed in ' Das Recht
auf Selbstbehaup tung.' And there is one Christian dogma that continually feeds and
justifïes this basic intuition: the dogma of the incarnation of God in Jesus Christ.
In the Ethics , the incamation is the theological paradigm through which Bonhoeffer
analyzed European culture and with which he justified his Christian apologetics. The
incarnalion of God made Europe what it was - a historica!. pol.itical, and cultural
unity. A radical rethinking of the consequences of the incamation is the sole condition
for creating the possibility of a future Europe. The incamation of God is not only the
starting point of European histo,y. it is its purpose. its substance, its aim. And now:
'Jesus Christ has made of the West an historica( unity ... The unity of the West is not an
idea but an historica( reality, of which the sole foundation is Christ. '61
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Just tike his historical-political ,·ie,, s on Europe. Bonhocffer·~ ethical _hum:mism _is
grafted on to the incamation . Being human is participation in the inc:1ma11011 of God lil
lhis world. in his crucifixion and in his resurrection.01 Because God becamc human.
the entire creation should be focused on humanit~ ."' Because this incamation of God is
a mystery. being human is also a m)stery th:11 should not be violated ."' Jesus is nota
human. He is Jwmnnirv. \\'h:11e, e r happens to him happen~ to man . 1t happens to all
men, and therefore it h~ppens 10 us. The name Jesus contains "ithin itself the whole of
humanity a nd the \\hole of God."-'
Bonhoeffer does not see the incamation as a prop. a theoretical modc:1 for acquiring a
deeper understanding of history: the incamation of God is itself the historical process
which has been and" ill be shaped in Europe - if European humanity does not betray
its own Cbrist-based burnanitv.
Bonhoeffer·s phenomenol~gical description of human life in the Ethics is infin itely
nuanced and refined. The mora! and psychological sketches in his work (1 am thinking.
for example, of his phenomenology of shame . of conscience. and his description of the
structure of the responsible life) are among the greatest Europe has produced . But in
their fou ndation they show a dogrnatic solidit) - the incamation of God in Jesus
Christ is the be-all and end-all of European culture.

5
We have placed Bonhoeffer's Ethics and the attitude towards Europe found in his work
in their own particular context. We have read the Ethics as a contextual , cultural
theology of Europe, historically and geographically confined by the horizon of the
Gennan resistance against Hitler in the years 1939- 1943. But is the significance o f
Bonhoeffer·s views on Europe therefore limited to that panicular European context?
Would not a c ultural theology for a diffe rent Europe (ours, for example) benefit fro m
the Ethics '! 1 would like to close with a few remarks on that question .

5. 1. As I said before, reducing the Ethics toa context of concre te experie nce is not a
form of sociological reductionism. Bonhoeffer himself did it. and he made a paradoxical discovery in the process: ·Toe more exclusively we acknowledge and confess
Christ as our Lord , the more fully the wide range of His dominion will be disclosed to
us. · Precisely in the peculiarity of his European experience Bonhoeffer d iscovered the
universality of Christ. Being faithful to this discovery is being fa ithful to Bo nhoeffer.
He commits us to our own panicular concrete experience, not his. We therefore must
dissociate ourselves from some of the conservative and clitist elcme nts in the Ethics
which werecomprehens ibleorevenjustified in their context. Also, it seems to me, the
historica! analysis of a Western unity c reated by C hrist can no tonger be maintained as
such.
5 .2. _Europe, according_to the analysis of modem c ultural historians, is neithe r in origin
nor lil character exclus1vely Christian . ' O ne could say that, in an early phase, Is lam
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slwped Europe by he mming in Christendom (seventh century) and that, in a second
phase, Europe shaped itself in relation to Islam by driving it back at Poitiers (732). ·
wrote the sociologist Edgar Morin in his recent work on Europe.66 Not Christianity, but
Isla m made Europe what il is .67 Only the medieval Europe that carne into being
afterw ards could possibly be identified with Christendom. Also. one reaJizes tha t in
modem times Europe and Christianity no langer totalty overlap. 68
1t is a fact that the Europe of the Middle Ages was Christian - and this again leads
us to dissociate ourselves fro m Bonhoeffer's analysis - but it is also a fact that it had
been he terogeneous, divided by schism and conllict-ridden fro m the start. Bonhoeffer's preoccupation with unity (' an old Gerrnan Seh11sucht' , as Jürgen Moltmann
70
called it), whic h is easily understood against the background of a torn Europe, bas
been replaced by a historica) approach which stresses the complexity of the historica!
evolution of Europe - its antagonisms a nd complementarities. Europe, again according to Edgar Morin, is a bubbling whirlpool , a 'permanent e uroorganizing anarchy . ·
A ll tha t gives shape to Europe divides it, all that divides it gives it shape. lt comes into
bei ng, develops a nd confinns itself in a constant state of war with itself. Europe rnay be
a unity, but only a unitas multiplex.1 1 ln a profane , decolonized , and pluralist Europe.
the image of a united and Christian Europe can no Jonger be retained. A contextual
c ultural theology which reconsiders Europe half a century after Bonhoeffer will
appreciate such shifts. When reconsidering the doctrine of the Trinity, for example,
one pays more attention to the complexity, the complementarity. the diversity of the
relations that shaped Europe than to a personalist Christology geared toward unity .72
And in a rationalized and secularized world, the idea of the incarnation of God, it
seems , must be replaced by a Christology from below. which w ilt stand up to reason . Is
not a theology oflhe incarnation with a God who enters the world from above a rel ic of
a mythical era?
5 .3. And yet , 1 think that we will do no service to theology. Bonhoeffer, or Europe by
100 quicldy trimming our sail to the wind . Bonhocffer" s contribution to European
theology in the E1hics seems to me to be twofold: perhaps we have become more
critical in theological herrneneutics since Bonhoeffer , and distinguish more clearly the
incarnation as a model o f interpretation o f the very reality we interpret: and perhaps
philosophy has also become more critica! since Bonhoeffer in its use of the word
' humanity'; and we are acquiring a deeper understanding of its linguis tic complexity
and hidden ideological connotations . But a theology which neither maintains the
incamation as its bas ic intuition nor links it to the struggle of humanity for huma nity is
no longer either Christian or relevant .13 Only a theology which takes the incarnation of
God as starting point wilt be able to make the tradition of European humanis m bear
fruit, the inheritance of a panicular Europe, yet uni versal in its intentions - as is
C hristian faith itself.
lt wi ll have to be a critical humanism. a huma nism which discloses rathe r than
legitimizes power , a humanism in which o ne person faib to inhe rit huma nity when
anothe r does not , a ' humanism o f the other man. · 1• In the Et/tics, Bonhoeffer made a
start: 'My life is outside myself, o uts ide the range of my disposal ; my life is othe r than
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myself; it is Jesus Chris!. · This Christ. w~o c~~1es _io_us in ~he poores'. o~· our b~others.
summons us to Iifc in ·seiness self-asseruon. Th1s 1s Chns11:in human1sm al 11_s best.
Il is about ti me that we Europeans start taking it seriously - as Bonhoeffer d1d.
(Translated by Wendela J. Van Santen)
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Europe as Heritage
CHRISTIAN OCCIDENT OR DIVIDED CONTINENT'

H.D. van Hoogstraten
Can modern Europe, in light of its development, be qualified as christlic
hes Abendla11d, in which Jewish and Christian values and nonns play - at
least implicitl y - a
leading role? 1 shall attempt a modest contribution 10 the answer 10
this complic ated
question . Bonhoef fer's view of Europe as inheritance and decay is compara
ble 10 the
growing insight 1ha1 the world is govemed by an economie system which
begins with
values which are uuerly differe nt from 'the basic concepts of the Hebrew
Bible, that
increasin gly pervade the world-culture. ' 1
Bonhoef fer's response to Europe as the Christian Occident was manifest
ly positive
in several places in his Ethics. He also describe d it as being lhreatene
d , with particula r
referenc e to the historical context in which he found h.imself.
In this essay, 1 will first give a description o f those areas where Bonhoef
fer lays
greatest emphasis. I especiall y want 10 discuss the cultural-h istorical
essay ' Inheritance and Decay' (' Erbe und Verfall ' ), although several other parts of
his Ethics will be
discussed as weIJ.
Second, I will attempl to analyse the significance of the d ivide running
lhrough
Europe - the lron Curtain - the division between two world-controUing
econo mie
systems, as well as their political influence. This analysis is directed
and delimite d by
the ideological and religious characte r of these two systems which also
fonns a part of
the inheritance of Europe as Christian Occident !
Althoug h we Live in a different age than Bonhoeffer. we ask a common
question : To
what extent does a 'Christian Occident ' still exist in modern times?
Western society
has been profoundly transfon ned by the Enlighte nment. Bonhoef
fer, however , is
ambivale nt toward this transfon nation because the content of the
incontro vertible
reality of Christ is not easy to find in times of reversal and re volution
ary change.
This is the basic problem that we have in common . As l wil] attempt to
demonst rate,
a tension also exists for us which Bonhoef fer hardly addresse s, but
which can be
considered and dealt with through the use of Bonhoef fer's approach
to faith and
reality, i.e. , his theological method. The tension is that which is conq
uering the world
like a new relig ion ('economie religion' 2). This tension is not at all
self-evid ent; it is
only revealed as a result of certain fundame ntal theologi cal decision
s. Here we can
team from Bonhoef fer: if we want 10 develop theological ethics, the
way of decision
must be chosen.
So-calle d ' business ethics' serves as an example of the inextrica
ble mixing o f
capitalis m and Christianity without engag ing in the fu ndame ntal reflectio
n which 1
have in mind. The increasing popularity, on a personal level, of
simpte and naive
ethical solution s to very complic ated problems of a structura.J nature
can be seen in
such business ethics. A word of warning . however , is necessar y.
The theological
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